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Casei Eco-System is an innovative and leading company in manufacturing designed 
products by recycled tires. Our concept can be resumed in saving the environment, 
to save our future.

Every year in Italy over 38 million cars and trucks tires arrive at the end of their life. A 
precise EU directive prohibits discharging to the landfill the End-of-Life Tires (ELT), 
recognizing to the recycled rubber great quality and value, such as to make it eco-
nomically and morally, (as well as required by law) mandatory its recovery.

Casei Eco-System has dealt with rubber waste recycling solutions since 2003. We 
develop technology in reusing the rubber granulate, resulting from the recovery of 
the tires that have reached the end of their life cycle. (ELT).

We act to create an extended range of highly qualified products, as a result of a 
process of analysis, design, innovation and development.

Our products have technological qualities and exclusive designs. They are marked 
by several possibilities of customization that makes them high performing.

On top of that, you must consider an excellent quality/price ratio.

Recycling is the basis of our production cycle, it is our answer to environmental 
problems. 

ABOUT US
Leader of the Circular Economy



Casei Eco-System was inspired by this idea of   recycling, which through re-agglom-
eration processes transforms secondary raw materials into new precious products.
This kind of technology is widely established in numerous geographic areas, mainly 
in Northern Europe and the United States.

Casei Eco-System is politically involved in the development of new ideas and prod-
ucts that provide real benefits to local communities in which they are used. Thanks 
to the know-how achieved by its team of technicians and collaborators and to the 
use of technologies considered today to be the most advanced.  
This concept contributes to sustainable development and a green vision concern-
ing the environment protection.

"Every year, our production prevents thousands of tons of tires from ending 
up in landfills. Let's give them a new life  ...”

Marco Ferramini
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We firmly believe in what we do.  As a matter of principle it is one thing to talk 
about the environment, but another to put it at the center of everything.

Because one thing (Re)lead  to another:

The growing worries for our environment and the new EU recommendations, com-
bined with the real need to reduce the production costs, substantially feature the 
current market trends.
Therefore, it becomes increasingly important to be able to redefine the life cycle of 
the various raw materials and to consider waste as a new resource.
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THE CUSTOM TAILOR-MADE SOLUTION 
For you and your neighbors.

The ECO-BUILDING line features
ECO-FON and ECO-WALL advanced 

products designed for 
sound insulation of floors, flooring, and walls.
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www.caseiecosystem.com



ECO-FON
SOUNDPROOF SHEATH

The ECO-FUN sheath is perfect as a substructure for paving in the construction in-
dustry, more specifically for gyms, fitness, and recreation centers.

Excellent solution for sound insulation, certified as attenuation of the level of the 
footfall of 19 dB, already with a thickness of 3 mm, thanks to its high sound absorp-
tion properties. 

Packaged in comfortable rolls, it allows easy quick installation and great adaptability 
to any required size.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

THICKNESS (mm) 3 4 5 6 7 8

ROLL HEIGHT (mm) 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

ROLL WHIDT (m) 15 12 10 8 7 6
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ECO-WALL
SOUND INSULATING BOARD

Recycled rubber board for sound insulation.

Made of sheets, ECO-WALL is available in different thicknesses for custom-
ized needs. 

Suitable both for use on the wall and as a flooring layer to answer to any cus-
tomers' request.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

THICKNESS (mm) 6 10 15 20

ROLL HEIGHT (mm) 1000 1000 1000 1000

ROLL WHIDT (m) 15 12 10 8





CASEI ECO-SYSTEM srl

Via Sorelle Carena, 4 
15050, Molino dei Torti (AL) Italia

Tel.: +39.0131.854022
Fax: +39.0131.854522

info@caseiecosystem.com 

for business enquires:
 export@caseiecosystem.com

www.caseiecosystem.com

Made in Italy

@Casei Eco-System follow us on:


